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1 Abstract

This paper explains photographic environment independent multiview face de-

tection and tracking. The phot0宮raphic environment means a variety of i11Umi・

nation conditions, back区rounds, appearances of objects, and qualities of ima8es

in this thesis. The multiview face detection and trackin今 in these photographic

environments is a di伍Cult pToblem.1n order to addTess this reseaTch task, novel

methods usin8 template generation and template matching with 8enetic a180rithm

(GA) are proposed.

In the 6rst chapter,血troduction of t11is thesis is described. For example, re-

Search back冨rounds, tasks, and approaches ofthe proposed methods are explained

The second chapter explains the theoretical back留round. since the proposed

methods are based on template match血g, whichis abasic object detection method,

the procedure of this method iS 6rstly described. Next, the pToblem of t11is

approach is pointed out. Because the author tries to solve this problem usin冨

evolutionary computation method which include 菖enetic a1冨orithm (GA), parti・

Cle swarm optimization (PSO), and di丑erential evolution (DE), these algorithnls

are explained. After that, how to apply the evolutionary algorithms to template

matchin旦 is described. Fina11y, the performances of GA and pso on template

matchin留 for 丘ontalface detection and trackin昌 are compared.
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In the third chapter, hi菖h-speed multiview face detection and tracking using

e窒ective template 8eneration and search by GA is described. The multiview

face detection and trackin旦 is a di缶Cult task since the face appearance three-

dimensiona11y and continuously varies. Recent related works address this problem

Usin8 a machine learning method and large ima留e datasets. However, this ap・

Proach requires hard work and long time because many ima曾es for training and

testin宮 must be c0Ⅱected and manua11y annotated one by one.1n order to avoid

this, the author proposes a novel method as the f0110W血g. First of a11, one 2D

face modelis manua11y created. Next, three parameters to generate templates,

WMch correspond to the pitching and yawing face, are de6ned. Afしer that, these

Parameters are set as chromosomes ofindividuals of GA. similarto this,留eometric

transformation parameters such as pata11eltranslation, scale, and in-plane rota-

tion are also introduced as the chromosomes. By simultaneously optimizin留 these

Parameters using GA, suitable template, which can detect a target face, and loca-

tion in the tar8et image can be obtained. For the experimentつ the author created

a video dataset and its ground truth, and the proposed method and related works

are compared. As a result, the e丘ectiveness ofthe proposed method is c0116rmed.

The chapter four explains the multiview face tracking on privacy protected

Videos. This research is a practical research of the chapter three. The research

Objective is to track a multiview face on privacy protected videos. There are some

methods to generate privacy protected videos like blurring and pixelatin留. These

methods are ce此ainly able to protect privacy, nevertheless trackina a face is di伍一

Cult since some localfeatures such as ed3es and corners are lost.1n order to solve

t11is problem, a novel preprocessing nlter, W11ich can aenerate privacy protected

Videos and preserve the original pixel values, are proposed. AISO, mU此iview face

trackin8 method, which istemplate matchin留 W北h GA and uses c010r hist0今rams

as a feature to track, is proposed. since the c010r hist08ralns of the multiview

face are almost common, the multiview face can be achieved by settin今 the c010r

histogam ofthe frontalface as the template and localizin冨 the face on the tar冨et

ima8e. For the experiment, a video dataset and itS 区round truth are created, and
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the proposed method and related works are compared. nom the experimental

results, the proposed method achieves better tracking perfoTmance.

The chapter 6Ve describes the conclusion oftMs research
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